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Master Manifestors have long understood of
the importance of morning and evening rituals
for manifesting.

A consciously crafted ritual at each time of
day becomes a framework for taking the
actions (both inner and outer) to call your
Desire into being along with a container
which holds the energy created throughout
the day.

I created the 28-Day Inner Divination Alchemy
Ritual on autopilot, so that over time, it
becomes embodied and automatic.

Here are a few things to keep in mind...

The IDA Ritual itself does NOT create the
results. Who you BE in your everyday life –
aka your Highest Level Frequency Vibration –
creates the results. The IDA Ritual is simply a
structure; it creates a vibrational field, and
systematically “installs” (for lack of a better
word) your Highest-Level Frequency Vibration.
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The ritual is just a PATHWAY to your Highest-
Level Frequency Vibration!

Therefore, don’t expect to be able to just
“phone it in” and have all your manifestations
show up!

YOU have to do the work of shifting how you
show up in the world. The IDA Ritual will help.
:)

It’s intentionally crafted to land on that sweet
spot of easy-to-do AND highly freakin’
effective. The order of the practices has been
chosen to create FLOW.

It’s also been designed to be customizable –
you can add practices as you’re focused on
specific aspects of mastery. We will do just
that!

As with everything in MANIFESTING, you are
your OWN authority.
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Take 10000% responsibility for your results
and use this ritual to consciously create the
Frequency of The Version of You (That
Already Exists) That Has It Already – rather
than obsessing over your goals.

Over time, these practices WILL rewire your
brain in amazing ways, and therefore your
Frequency – how you’re showing up in the
world – and therefore the RESULTS you
attract and allow.

When you’re BEING that version of you, and
your goal is 100% aligned for you, you WILL
call it in – much faster than you ever could
have imagined.

Have FUN! Let’s dive in!

Love,

Estela
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Upon Waking Up:

MORNING

1. Take a long stretch while still lying down
– a good energetic practice to greet and
pump up your morning

2. Arrive and Be Here Now. (1 min.)

If you have an altar, light a candle
while declaring, “I am Here Now.”
Allow the light to signify your
Highest Level being “switched on.”
(This is optional, but a powerful 15-
second add-on if you have an
altar with candles already.)

You can be seated or standing for
your ritual; these days, I prefer
seated. Either way, close your
eyes and take 1-2 minutes to get
present and fully ARRIVE.
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When you are fully Here Now (present),
you can begin.

3. The Pillar of Light: Cleanse, Heal, Bless &
Strengthen by Conscious Connection with
Creative Life Force Energy. (2 min.)

Two practices I like:

Breathing in through the nose
for 2, and out through the
mouth for 4. (Or in for 3, out for
6; in for 4, out for 8...)

Create presence through your 5
senses. Become aware of what
you’re hearing, feeling, seeing
(even through closed eyes),
tasting and smelling, then “pull
back” and become aware of all
of them simultaneously.
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Declare:

Imagine liquid gold - the Divine,
Creative Life Force energy ...

Entering the crown of your head.

Flowing down through your
head and into your body.

Clearing and healing your body.

Healing every muscle, every
nerve, strengthening all parts:
physical and non-physical:
passion, love, creativity,
compassion, humour, generosity.

From the Goddess Within and
the Divine Above, Below, Left,
Right, Before Me, Behind Me...
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I cleanse every cell in my body
Clearing away, removing,
releasing any energy that no
longer serves. Clearing away,
removing, releasing any energy
that is not me. Clearing away,
removing, releasing, transforming
and returning to Source that is
Mother any energy that has been
directed at me, consciously or
unconsciously, that is NOT in my
purest and highest good. Cutting
away, breaking, dissolving any
cords, hooks or bindings placed
on me, by me or accepted by me,
consciously or unconsciously. It Is
Done!

I heal every cell in my body.
Restoring and returning to
completeness anything that is out
of alignment. Restoring and
receiving any parts I have cast
off, disowned or rejected. 
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Welcoming and integrating any
parts I may have relegated to
the shadow, healing and
bringing them to light. It is Done!

I bless every cell in my body!
Receiving Divine Light from
Source, aligning myself fully with
the Creative Life Force Energy of
the Universe that surrounds me,
knowing that I have access to it
all the time because it IS me, and
that instant manifestation is real.
It is Done.

I strengthen every cell in my
body. Strengthening all parts of
me, physical and non-physical;
strengthening my passion, love,
creativity, humour, ability to
connect, ability to create
community; my leadership,
compassion, humour, generosity
and so much more.
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4. Empty Presence Practice:

It is done. It is done! It is done!

Allow the liquid gold light of
Creative Life Force Energy to
drain through you and return to
the Wholeness.

Connect with Your HIGHER SELF
from The Space of Emptiness and
Presence (5 min or so)

In order to create, we first must
clear out all the “STUFF” in the
way, in order to allow new
potentials to be birthed.

Allow yourself to become “The
Void” – empty of thoughts and
yet fully PRESENT.
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(See The Art of Being Empty & Present Play
Sheet for more on how to do this but for
now - remember that thoughts are not the
enemy, just allow them to float on by
when they come up, because they will!)

Notice the part of you that
LIVES there – the Highest Level
You, your Divine You, what we
sometimes call your Essence.
Say hello and connect.

Stay in this space for at least a
few minutes. This allows your
nervous system to reset and
relax as well as creating an
energetic state for new things
to be birthed.

NOTE: If you meditate as a practice and
use other styles, this is a GREAT place to
add them in. Or you can keep it short and
sweet. I recommend 5-15 minutes of
meditative practice, including at least 2 full
minutes of Empty Presence.
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5. Write 3 Things You’re Grateful For (2
min). Embody the experience, feel it and
live it for the moment.

6. Create Your day. Declare What You Are
CHOOSING for The Day (1 min) How you
wish your day to unfold rather than just
“setting an intention”.
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Then, speak them. For example:
Today, I choose to create deep connection
with my husband and daughter. I choose
to allow $10k in new sales... I choose to
sign up 3 highly aligned soulmate clients in
[X] program... I choose to stay in my
Highest-Level Frequency 50% of the time
or more...

These can reflect your current
manifesting goal, or they can
be an experience you wish to
have- do-be.

If they reflect your current
manifesting goal, you may wish
them to be the aligned actions
you’re going to take, OR they
can reflect the goal itself.

The point is NOT for everything
you state to “come true.” The
point is to be conscious of, and
clearly state, what you are
CHOOSING.
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7. Highest Level Self / Version of You Who
Already Has It (5-10 min – OPTIONAL but
highly recommended)

If it happens that day, great! If it
happens a little later... also
great. ;)

Connect with your Higher Self/
God-Self/ Inner Being – the
version of you that already has
the manifestation you are
creating in your life.

Be in the energy; allow it to
imprint on you. Take in the
FEELING; allow it to become
imprinted on your subconscious
and in your muscles, skin, bones,
etc. (Our deeper teachings on
this will walk you through it.)

Spend some time in this space.
If you need guidance (“the
how”) – ask this Version of You
for a gift or piece of wisdom.
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8. Clear Away Challenges & Obstacles (1 min)

NOTE: This is also a great space
and time for any other kind of
creative visualization practice you
are called to do that day.

This one’s from Tony Robbins, and I
frickin’ LOVE it. ☺

From the energetic imprint of your
Highest Level, imagine any
problems you have to solve just
being SOLVED. (If you’re not doing a
full Higher Self connection, call up
the energy of your Highest Level in
your body.)

From the Goddess Within and the
Divine Above, Below, Left, Right,
Before Me, Behind Me... I release,
remove and clear away any and all
obstacles that are truly in my path.
Anything and everything that is truly
standing in my way of moving
forward now.
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9. Gratitude Statements (1 min)

Imagine these just being SOLVED.
Say 3x: Challenges overcome.
Problems solved. Blocks removed.
Path clear.

From THIS place, write and then
SPEAK your gratitude statement 3
times, BE-ing in the energy of
having it now, ending with “it is
done, it is done, it is done.”

My favourite: “I am so happy and
grateful now that...”

“From the Goddess Within and the
Divine Above, Below, Left, Right,
Before Me, Behind Me... " I am so
happy and grateful now that... It is
done, it is done, it is done.”
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10. Impress The Field (1 min)

Find the place where your CHOICE
to manifest your goal lives in your
body. (For me, that’s usually my
heart.) 

From that place, send the CHOICE
to manifest this goal zinging out,
into Creative Substance. I like to
imagine that it’s zinging to all 4
corners of the Universe, across
multiple spaces, dimensions and
times. 

Then, take IN some Creative Life
Force Energy into your heart (or
wherever you’re sending your
choice OUT from). 

Then send your CHOICE out again.
Then take in some energy in... 

Repeat one more time. ☺ 

And finish it with ... It is done! It is
done! It is done!
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11. Morning Feelers (1-2 min)

Through this practice we are
CONSCIOUSLY impressing our
Choice on Creative Substance,
sending it out into The Field of All
Possibilities, for manifestation.

And with that, our Manifesting
practices are DONE; this step can
be done as you’re starting to go
about your day.

It’s highly likely that you have
already started to Receive The
Way – that is, receive hints,
nudging and promptings with ideas
and opportunities to call in what
you want.

If you have not, no worries – they
will show up. And you can receive
them right now by taking a minute
or two to mull over questions like...
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12. Deepening Practices Go Here (Optional)

Who should I call today? What am I
drawn to? WHO am I drawn to?
What should I be investigating?

This guidance becomes the basis of
your aligned actions.

If you choose, use this time / space
for additional deepening practices:

Additional creative visualization

Additional gratitude practice

Additional meditation

Journaling

Reading or listening to spiritual
teachings that lift you up
(Connecting with Truth)

Or you can just get rolling with
your day!
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13. Aligned action ... is what moves your
manifestation from the non-physical to the
physical. The key to manifestation is to
follow the guidance and take aligned
action on the opportunities that are
flowing to you!

THROUGHOUT THE DAY AND/OR
IMMEDIATELY (Immediate is
recommended)

Allow It In: Take 3 Aligned Actions
(Preferably Immediately)

Take 3 actions in the morning,
before you do anything else.
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This way, you prioritize what
matters most and leverage the time
of day when you likely have the
most energy and least resistance.

If it makes more sense, you can
take your aligned actions
throughout the day – but do them.

Speed MATTERS! Do your aligned
actions WITHOUT hesitation, delay
or overthinking.

As one of my old mentors liked to
say, “Opportunity does have an
expiration date.” So, take your
aligned actions in FLOW, which
means... speed.

(YES, you can always attract more
opportunities, but why delay
yourself like that? ;))

Remember: manifestations fail NOT
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because we did not receive the
Way, but because we did not
follow through on whatever was
required of us to receive our good
through the Way. The only cause of
non- miracles is RESISTANCE. What
are you ready to let go of?

Ask and Expect to Be Shown (To
Receive the Way).

 By spiritual law, we WILL receive
the “HOW” when we CLAIM
(choose) a Desire and shift into who
we must BE in order to receive it. 

We get what we expect.

At any point, you can ask to be
shown your next step. Be prepared
to receive the instructions, and take
aligned action with speed, ease
and flow.

Track Your Demonstrations and 
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CELEBRATE. 

Celebrate EVERY demonstration
that you already have what you
Desire and every sign that it is on its
way. No cheating – everything!!
You may want to get a notebook
for this purpose. What you
energize, manifests. What you
track, grows.
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Daily Review

EVENING

Connect with Essence / your Highest Level;
review your day and ACKNOWLEDGE
yourself for what you did well. 

IF you feel called, this is another great time
to energetically connect with the version
of you who already has what you want.

Gratitude

Give thanks for all that you have and all
that is on its way. List, mental review, etc
is fine.

Forgive

Bless at least five people in your life.

Time to clean the slate. Forgive anyone, 
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including yourself, for anything that needs
to be released and clear anything that
needs to be cleared. Here is a sample
forgiveness mantra and blessing: 

“By the Goddess Within, and the
Divine Above, Below, Left, Right,
Before me, Behind me... 

I release, clear and return to Divine
Source any energy that has been
directed at me, consciously or
unconsciously, that is not in my
purest and highest good.

I forgive all those from my present
or my past whose actions require
forgiveness, whether I am aware of
them or not. I forgive them, I love
them, I bless them and release them
to the Divine [Mother / Father /
Source], to continue their soul’s
journey in co-creative partnership.
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If there is anyone from my past or
present who would be served by
forgiving me, I invite and allow
them to do so now. I forgive, love,
bless and release myself from any
perceived wrongdoing.

I embrace that my life, and all that
is in it, is a co-creation with the
Divine.

I embrace my power to choose and
create my reality.

May we all be free to continue our
soul’s path, grow, expand and
receive all of the good that is
meant for us. It is done, it is done, it
is done.”
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